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Traditional values
with modern
techniques
J.G. Molloy has been trading in construction for over 55 years.

The mid 1990’s saw the formation of our plant hire services

Originally the Company was formed by James Gerard Molloy

which has grown to suit a wide and varied choice of

as a plastering sub-contractor working for many of the larger

machine/labour needs to suit our own contracting needs.

Coventry companies throughout the 1960’s and 1970’s.

The Company is still very much a family orientated one with two

By the mid 1970’s the Company had diversified into small

directors, Mr. J.G. Molloy who is now retired but still comes out

extensions and first became involved in the Hillfields/Foleshill

to site to inspect works and Mr. J.P. Molloy.

improvement schemes. From this we started work with Orbit
Housing Association from which we have been involved in a wide
and varied amount of schemes for over 23 years. Many of the
schemes were partnering ventures in halfway housing, women’s
refuges and Coventry’s young homeless.
The 1980’s found that we were tendering and carrying out many
church extensions together with doctors’ surgeries, private
individual house building and factory works which were mainly
steel frame buildings.

The team of tradesmen employed by the Company continually
turn out quality workmanship year after year no matter what
challenges are presented to them.
The following portfolio is a brief of some of the contracts
that we have been involved with as a main contractor over
the last 36 months.

Commercial Clients
Triplex Components
Milver Metals
Woolley GMC Engineering
Sun Hydraulics
Propack Automation
Expert UK
Land Registry
Dudley Taylor Pharmacies
Monarch Pharmacies
Sutherland House
Duncan Smith Group
Harton Limited
Churches, Schools & Organisations
Central Methodist Hall
Radford Road Methodist Church
St. Anne & All Saints
Christ The King
St. Augustine
Nexus First Music & Performance Art
Coventry Schools Foundation
Coten End Kidz Own Club
Warwickspace
Princethorpe College
Coventry Godiva Athletics Club
Bedworth Miners Welfare Café / People In Action
Developers
Waterman Homes Limited
Harton Limited
Duncan Smith Group

Our experience

Coten End Primary School

2011

Contract Value: £245,000
Design & Build
J.G. Molloy Limited along with IDP Architects were the
construction management on this project. This was a design
and build project the Client Coten End Kidzone, an extension
to the former classrooms area which was demolished in the
late 1950s by a fire.
Difficult foundation works to incorporate a new 1,750ft 2
extension to provide a Kidzone facility which is an after school
club with its own kitchenette facilities, cinema and lighting to
be able to look after children from the ages of 4-11 early in the
morning, evenings and school holidays. The building has the
capability of being used during term times and has additional
classroom space should the school require it.

Godiva Harriers

2011

Contract Value: £244,000
Architect: RCI Design
The demolition and rebuild of a new Clubhouse on the
Warwick University Campus. Working in difficult ground
conditions meant proving alternative methods of construction
to satisfy the Local Authority Building Control, and to build
a fast track building in order to fit in with the Harriers events
programme starting in the late Spring.

Extra Care Humber Court,
Humber Avenue, Coventry 2011
Contract Value: £112,000
Architect: Nicol Thomas
New kitchen and dining facilities for the Extra Care Group at
one of their first purpose built homes. We had limited access
again having to demolish existing buildings and working within
time parameters with only limited access which included
having to install pile foundations, ring beam and traditional
brick and cavity work. We were also contracted to do the fit
out of the catering kitchen, patio and landscaping.

St. Judes Rest Home,
Eastern Green 2011/2012

Sutherland House
New Reception 2012

Contract Value: £178,000

Contract Value: £248,000

Design & Build

Architect: Geden Design AGD Limited

Work carried out were a further additional 4 en-suited

A Modular Concrete and Steel Frame Extension to Sutherland

bedrooms to first floor level over the existing lounge and

House. This was our third return visit to Sutherland House

bedroom areas. This incorporated using a timber frame

instructed by the owners of the building, and this time we

technique and still maintaining the existing bedrooms and

were tasked with bringing light in to what was originally

lounge areas whilst work was carried out above existing

a concrete façade and quite a dark reception area in the

premises allowing the Home to function as normal.

property giving it a warmer feel and welcome to visitors and

We were able to achieve this by constructing the timber

to staff working within the existing building. It included a new

frames ourselves and erecting in sequences so not to

aluminium curtain wall and additional glazing, maintenance

give the Home any additional worries, or loss of income

to the existing structure and then a complete fit out to

whilst work progressed.

the reception area including all flooring, wall decorations,

This was a return to St. Judes. We have carried out numerous
bedroom extensions to this property over the last 20 years,
and they are one of J.G. Molloy’s favoured clients and always
a pleasure to work with. Bedrooms and bathrooms all carried
out to very high standards and finishes. It also included
formation and fitting out of a new lift shaft and lift for the
client along with a new bathroom area purpose built
lowering and tilting bath facility.

reception and upgrading the existing electrics, lighting and
communications. In addition to this we then fitted out a café
bar for a new tenant to be able to provide onsite facilities.

The Vicarage Coach House,
Rowington, Warwickshire 2012
Contract Value: £249,000
Architect: FB Architecture
This was a traditional tender and a 2 phased programme.
Firstly we had to build the additional garaging and garden
stores so that the Client could vacate his original garages and
stores. These were a mixture of buildings of a 3 bay garage,
former coach house timber framed building and an attached
Victorian storage area. These were all pulled together to form
a new 3 bedroom property to include a total area of 2200ft².

Templar Avenue Phase 1

2012

Contract Value: £820,000.00
Design & Build for Harton Limited Developers
Templar 1 was a development of 11 new 2 bedroom starter
units being built on a former disused factory. It included some
decontamination of land and remediation of the site to
provide 11 new starter homes. This included the formation
of a new access road and parking facilities for all 11 houses
together with landscaping footpaths and street lighting.
All houses sold very quickly from the launch which then
enabled Templar Avenue Phase 2.

Crackley Hill Grange

2012/2013

Contract Value: £385,000
Architect: MPC, Leamington
A new 5 bedroom detached house in the garden area
of the Client. Again mixed foundation including deep
trench fill and mixed pile and ring beam to suit the
surrounding trees and ground conditions. Built to a very
high standard using some of the latest heat recovery
techniques and included a mixed heating system of
traditional gas boiler and pressurised hot water cylinder
with air sourced being provided to the ground floor
with the capability of being backed up by the gas boiler
should the weather conditions ever dictate this.
Mechanical and electrical were all contractor designed.
The illustrations below are finished photographs and the
architect’s own computer CGI illustration shown to the
planners at appeal.

Bedworth Miners
Welfare Park 2012/2013
Contract Value: £235,000
Architect: Beckett Associates
Project Manager: Neil Vallance Associates
Bedworth Miners Welfare Café was commissioned by
People in Action to support people with learning difficulties
in adult life to help them in the community by growing and
selling produce with the existing greenhouses adjacent,
and a partly self-sufficient café.

Kenilworth School

2013

Contract Value: £148,000
Extension to the special needs facilities currently located in a
single storey detached dwelling within the existing campus.
The Governors along with Bridges Pound, Kenilworth, were
the project managers, and we were tasked with extending
this building during term time with then a full refurb and
redecoration of the existing facilities during the school
holidays. It was a traditional building contract with a small

The café was built on a disused area within the confines of the

part of renewable energy in the form of photo voltic panels

Miners Welfare Park using traditional building methods, again

mounted on the roof slopes to achieve 10% renewable

difficult foundations because of the ground conditions but

efficiency to the building.

overall to achieve a spacious café set within beautiful grounds
and a Civic Award for the People in Action Group for
providing such a worthwhile project for the community.

Haven Nursing Home,
Ash Green, Coventry

2013/2014

Contract Value: £248,000
Architect: IDP Design & Build
We were tasked with extending the existing Nursing Home to
provide an additional 13 en-suited bedrooms on a single storey
within the grounds of the existing Home. Again minimising
disruption to the existing Home to ensure there was no loss of
facilities, and included reclaiming ground and delivering the
build within time and project budget.

Abbey Medical Centre,
Station Road, Kenilworth

2014

91 Leam Terrace,
Leamington Spa 2014

Contract Value: £158,000

Contract Value: £147,000

Architect: Richard Baily

Architect: Hayward Smart

This was a return to Abbey Medical Centre where we had

Quantity Surveyors: Dawn Lodge Associates

previously carried out an extension some 16 years ago for

This was the first time we had been approached by Hayward

some new treatment rooms. On this occasion it was to

Smart to tender for a project which included the refurbishment

provide a new in-house pharmacy for Dudley Taylor
Kenilworth Pharmacies and to modernise the existing
Reception area and to make the new entrance work more
efficiently. It included several areas of temporary working
and facilitating accesses for the surgery to maintain
normal working without any shut downs. J.G. Molloy
completed the refit of the Reception area and counter.

and the extension of a detached house within Leam Terrace
in Leamington Spa. We incorporated some renewables in the
form of a Baxi Ecogen self-generating gas boiler.
Some beautiful architectural features were incorporated
in to the build along with very high standard of finishes.

Park House, Chadwick End,
Warwickshire 2014
Contract Value: £320,000
Design & Build
This project was to enlarge an existing Georgian house that
was built some 10 years ago and incorporate 2050ft² which
entailed constructing a basement to the whole of the main
extension area. This was very limited access and proved to be
very challenging in the construction methods of using caltite
waterproof concrete system which is underwritten by the
caltite manufacturer.
We then copied the existing building like for like with render
windows and Welsh slate to ensure that the building looked
like it had always been part of the original building and did not
look like an extension. The heating system was originally LPG
gas complete with under floor heating. This was stripped out
and a new purposely designed twin air sourced heating system
was incorporated in to an additional plant room which was
constructed for this purpose.
The idea of the twin cassette was to provide additional heat
for the existing building and the new extension which was
all designed by NIBE Renewable Solutions whom we had
previously worked with 9 years ago.

Templar Avenue
Phase 2 2014/2015
Contract Value: £1.3m
Design & Build for Harton Limited Developers
Templar 2 was a return for a mixed development
of 2 and 3 bedroomed terrace, semi-detached and
detached houses in total 14 new homes. Again included
remediation of existing ground and included some pile
and ground beam foundations together with traditional
foundations on some of the other blocks.
This phase included building regs upgrades on the
previous phase to ensure the build complied with the
latest green code of practice which meant vigorous
air and sound testing to all properties together with
very efficient gas boilers with the latest A* rating.
It also included a new access road with private
accesses and additional car parking for all Plots
along with landscaping and fencing works.

Allesley Old Road
Phase 1 2015
Contract Value: £1.3m
Architect: IDP
Clients: Developers: Duncan Smith Group
Cost Consultants: Neil Vallance Associates
Phase 1 is the construction of 16 new flats built in
traditional methods with pile foundations and ring beam
construction. The standard of finishes to the brickwork
façade is very high with traditional head sills and mock
sash windows. Internally the fit out will be to a premium
standard as this phase is being offered for sale.
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